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The problem of surface and line-edge roughness characterization and prediction is discussed.
Different roughness parameters, such as the root mean square deviation~rms or s!, the fractal
dimension, and the Fourier spectrum, are presented and compared. These roughness parameters for
three negative tone resists~wet and plasma developed! are analyzed versus exposure dose, photoacid
generator concentration, and plasma development conditions. Finally, a molecular type simulator is
used to predict the experimental roughness behavior. ©2001 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the lithographic processes for this decade are fa
the demands of sub-100 nm range characteristic dimens
the roughness of lithographic materials starts playing a
nificant role in the quality of the printed lines and the critic
dimension~CD! control. CD metrology tools can now evalu
ate line edges and provide a 3s line edge roughness~LER!,
which shows the importance of the subject. In the last f
years several works1–11have appeared in the literature stud
ing different aspects of this problem. However, many r
evant questions still remain open motivating further work
the field. In this article, we focus our attention on three u
answered questions. First, what are the important rough
parameters, which provide the best and most complete
scription of a profile or a surface? Second, how do differ
material properties and process conditions influence th
roughness parameters? Third, how can one simulate
roughness formation at the molecular level?

The following discussion consists of three main sectio
Each one of them is devoted to one of the above questi
Section II deals with three roughness parameters, nam
root mean square deviations, fractal dimensionDF , and
frequency spectrum. It discusses their advantages and d
vantages as well as their possible interrelations. In Sec
the behavior of the roughness parameters~s, DF! is investi-
gated for experimental surfaces of different materials a
process conditions. In Sec. IV we proceed to the implem
tation of a molecular type simulator following the differe
steps of the lithography process.

II. ROUGHNESS PARAMETERS

A remaining crucial issue in roughness studies is the l
of a formalism that can describe a real, irregular curve

a!Electronic mail: evgog@imel.demokritos.gr
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surface accurately and uniquely. This is why a lot of metho
and parameters for the roughness characterization have
used in the past. However, in the field of lithography t
most commonly used parameter is the root mean square
viation s ~usually 3s values are reported!:

s5A1

N (
i 51

N

~zi2Zav!
2,

wherezi are the heights of the line or surface points andN is
their total number.

Obviously, the great advantage ofs is that it can be cal-
culated easily. Many scanning electron microscopy a
atomic force microscopy~AFM! instruments provide algo
rithms for calculatings automatically. On the other hand,s
seems to suffer from two disadvantages. First, it depends
the scale of the measurement and hence different samp
lengths may yield different values for the same profile
surface.6 Therefore, one has to distinguish between low f
quency and high frequency roughness. This idea has alre
been used in the metrology method proposed
Winkelmeieret al.7 The second limitation has to do with th
fact thats only provides information on the important ‘‘ver
tical’’ magnitude of the roughness without giving any spat
information. It says nothing about the ‘‘horizontal’’ complex
ity of surfaces or profiles.

A way to obtain more information about the spatial com
plexity is to introduce fractal geometry.12 Fractal geometry is
an extension of Euclidian geometry, which studies geome
cal objects with a self-similar structure by using the notion
noninteger dimension. This dimension, referred to as fra
dimensionDF , is limited by an upper or lower bound;
rough fractal profile will have 1<DF<2 depending on how
much area it fills, and a two- dimensional fractal surface w
have 2<DF<3 depending on how much volume it occupie
26941Õ19„6…Õ2694Õ5Õ$18.00 ©2001 American Vacuum Society
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In the case of digitized profiles or surfaces, where onl
limited set of data points is known, the calculation ofDF

needs careful implementation. In the following we will es
mateDF by using the variation method proposed by Dub
et al.,13 since they have shown the superior performance
this method compared to other methods when applied
digitized profiles or surfaces. In fact, the variation meth
provides a new way of counting the total number of box
~cubes! N required to entirely cover the profile~surface! as a
function of the size of the box~cube! «. TheDF will be the
slope of any linear region of the plot of ln@N(«)# versus ln
(1/«) @see Fig. 1~a!#.

Another traditional method, providing information on th
structure of a profile or a surface at different frequency
gimes, is the Fourier transform. In Fig. 1~b!, the amplitudes
of the Fourier transform of a typical AFM line scan of
negative tone photoresist are shown. We observe tha
roughly consists of two parts, a horizontal of constant am
tude at low frequencies and a power-law behavior at hig

FIG. 1. ~a! Estimation of the fractal dimensionDF of the profile shown in the
inset.~b! Fourier amplitude spectrum of a typical AFM line scan of a neg
tive tone resist. Notice the different behavior at low and high frequencie
well as the relations withs andDF .
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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frequencies. The amplitude of the horizontal part is related
the value ofs.

Moreover, according to the fractal theory,12 the exponent
d of the power law in the spectrum of the amplitudes
related toDF according to the relationd52.52DF . How-
ever, it has been shown14 that the accurate estimation of th
DF from the exponent of the power law in the Fourier tran
form requires a large number of data points~more than
1000!, which is not the case for the profiles we get fro
lithography metrology. For surfaces, a statistical analysis
the Fourier transform of many profiles~sections of the sur-
face! has to be performed which is too time consuming.

Therefore we may infer that although theoreticallys and
DF are linked to different features of the Fourier transfor
for experimental surfaces and profiles, inspecting the Fou
spectrum is not a reliable and safe way to estimate them.
this reason, in the following, we will restrict ourselves to t
investigation ofs andDF characterizing the ‘‘vertical’’ and
‘‘horizontal’’ dimension of the roughness correspondingly.

III. ROUGHNESS OF EXPERIMENTAL SURFACES

In this section we will present the results from the calc
lation of the roughness parameterss and DF for various
resist surfaces. Our aim is to investigate the effect of diff
ent materials and process parameters as well as the pos
interrelations between the behavior of two roughness par
eters. Most of the measurements were taken with a Dig
Instruments Nanoscope III AFM in the noncontact mod
The scan size of the surfaces analyzed was 232 mm2 and
the grid lines 512. Surfaces after high density plasma etch
were analyzed with a Topometrix TMX 2000 in the conta
mode. The scan size of the surfaces analyzed was 131 mm2

and the grid lines 300. Comparison between instrume
showed little difference in the measurements.

Let us start with the surface roughness~SR! of a wet
developed negative tone epoxy resist~EPR!. This resist is
extremely sensitive to electron-beam and to deep ultravi
radiation and is developed with organic solvents.15 A modi-
fied version of EPR can be developed with standard aque
developer and is promising for micromachinin
applications.16 EPR with a 1% photoacid generator~PAG!
concentration was used prebaked at 110 °C, electron-b
exposed at 50 keV to form 10310 mm2 pads, postexposure
baked at 100 °C, developed in propylene glycol methyl et
acetate~PGMEA!, and measured in the AFM. Analysis of th
measurements was done with the methods described in
II. Figure 2 shows the dependence ofs andDF on exposure
dose in the region 1.0–4.0mC/cm2 ~experimental values!.
Two observations could be made. First, we observe that ths
goes through a maximum at low doses, i.e., at the onse
the contrast curve. As the dose increases, thes drops quickly
up to 2 mC/cm2 and then continues decreasing but with
lower rate. On the contrary, the behavior ofDF seems to be
the opposite. It increases following the increase in expos
dose. Here we can also distinguish two regions: at do
lower than 2 mC/cm2, DF increases quickly, whereas a
higher doses the increase is slower.

-
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The same behavior has been observed in the second
of surfaces we analyzed. These come from a negative
siloxane resist with oxygen plasma development in a hi
density plasma~HDP! reactor ~Alcatel MET inductively
coupled plasma reactor!. In particular, the resist is a comme
cial polydimethyl siloxane~PDMS! by Aldrich with a broad
MW distribution ~Mn560 000,Mw /Mn52!.8 The resist was
coated on hard baked novolac at approximately 100
thickness. Although the resist without any sensitizer is v
sensitive to 157 nm radiation, here it was exposed with
keV electrons and developed in methyl isobutyl keto
~MIBK !. After wet development of the siloxane top laye
oxygen plasma development of the bottom layer followed
the HDP reactor~conditions: 10 mTorr, 100 sccm oxyge
flow, source power 600 W, bias 100 V!. A break-through step
~BTS! containing fluorinated gases and oxygen preceded
pure oxygen plasma development. In this case we will exa
ine not only the effect of exposure dose on SR, but also
effect of the bias voltage during the BTS. Figure 3 shows
results of these dependencies fors andDF . Both s curves
exhibit similar behavior with the difference that at use
doses thes in the no-bias voltage case takes slightly low
values than thes in the case of 100 V bias voltage. This is a
indication that the BTS should be conducted without bias
better SR and LER behavior. TheDF of both surfaces, at low
doses, increases quickly and then displays a broad maxim
before starting slightly to decrease at high doses. Gener
we observe for a second time thats and DF behave in an
opposite way; when the first decreases the second incre

In an effort to examine the influence of the reactor type
the roughness of plasma developed siloxane resists, we
peated the experiments in a reactive ion etching~RIE! reac-

FIG. 2. Experimental values ofs andDF vs exposure dose for negative ton
epoxy resist with 1% PAG. In addition, the correspondings ~from cross-
links positions! andDF ~before and after development! predicted by simu-
lation are shown. Thes by simulation after development over predicts th
experimental value and is not shown. Note the opposite behavior ofs and
DF vs exposure dose and the qualitative agreement between experimen
simulation.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2001
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tor, and show the remarkably different results in Fig.
Whereas at low doses~<5 mC/cm2!, s decreases andDF

increases versus dose, at higher dosess starts rising andDF

decreasing~for dose.6.5 mC/cm2! in contrast with the be-
havior observed in the HDP. The molecular details and
possible explanations of this behavior will be discussed e
where, although we can hypothesize that the good temp
ture control in the HDP reactor is the reason for this diffe
ence and better performance of the HDP reactor. Here
only point out the important role the type of reactor plays
the roughness behavior of resist surfaces. Moreover, by
specting the RIE curves in Fig. 4, we also infer the oppos
behavior thats andDF exhibit versus exposure dose.

IV. MOLECULAR SIMULATION OF ROUGHNESS
FORMATION AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Besides the roughness studies of experimental surface
is worthwhile attempting a molecular type simulation follow
ing the different steps of the lithographic process. Obviou
such a simulation tool will be useful in providing a first ord
prediction of the optimum choices of material properties a
process conditions. The simulator was first developed for
epoxy resist EPR discussed in the previous section. Its p
ciples and its first application for roughness studies h
already been presented9,10 before. In the following, using our
simulator,9 we examine the dependence of the roughness
rameters,s andDF , on the exposure dose, PAG concent
tion, and development process.

As regards the dependence on exposure dose, we re
ourselves to the case where PAG concentration equals

and

FIG. 3. Dependence ofs andDF of a negative tone plasma developed res
on exposure dose, type of reactor, and bias voltage during the breakthr
step. Notice:~i! the difference between HDP and RIE results,~ii ! the behav-
ior of s with and without bias voltage~BTS step in HDP!, and~iii ! the trend
towards opposite behavior ofs andDF .
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Similar results are obtained for other PAG contents. In Fig
we show roughness~s! and fractal dimension~DF! for sur-
faces and line edges@SR and LER in Fig. 4~a!, as well as
SFD and LEFD in Fig. 4~b!, respectively# before and after
development as a function of exposure dose, as well as
contrast curve. Our result show thats ~SR and LER! goes
through a peaked maximum at very low doses and th
quickly drops to small values at useful doses. In fact,
maximum roughness from cross-link positions is situated
the onset of the contrast curve. On the contrary, at low do
DF follows the rise in the contrast curve and then is alm
stabilized at useful doses. Furthermore, the development
cess seems to increases of both SR and LER, whereas th
opposite holds forDF . We note here that our developme
model is applied for organic development of EPR.9

Figure 5 shows the effects of PAG content on roughn
~s! and fractal dimension~DF! for surface and line edge
profiles@SR and LER in Fig. 5~a!, as well as SFD and LEFD
in Fig. 5~b!, respectively# produced from our simulator. Re
sults are shown before and after development at high do
different for each PAG content. One can observe that incre
ing the PAG content is followed by a decrease ins and an

FIG. 4. Dependence ofs roughness~a! and fractal dimensionDF ~b! for
surface~SR and SFD! and line profiles~LER and LEFD! before and after
development on exposure dose. The PAG content was set equal to 5%
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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increase inDF . For this cross-linking system, high PAG
content induces high cross-linking and reduces acid diffus
length. This has two effects: On the one hand, profiles can
show large rough fluctuations, thuss is reduced. On the
other hand, the acid catalyzed reactions take place in sm
areas, increasing the local cross-link density and thus trig
ing the appearance of more important small-scale structur
profiles, which are made more complex. The increase
complexity is quantified by the increase in fractal dimens
observed in Fig. 5~b!.

Let us proceed in the comparison of the simulator res
for s and DF with the experimental ones. Figure 2, apa
from the experimentally measureds andDF values for EPR
surfaces with 1% PAG content, shows the correspond
simulator results. Thes value of the cross-link positions pre
dicted by our simulator follows closely the experimen
value. On the contrary, thes value after development~not
shown here! overpredicts the experimental value, which is
hint that our simplified development model is too aggress
for mildly cross-linked systems.9

As regards the fractal dimension, we can observe tha
DF curves in Fig. 2 exhibit a monotonic increasing behav

FIG. 5. s ~a! andDF ~b! for surface~SR and SFD! and line profiles~LER
and LEFD! vs PAG concentration for high exposure doses. Notice again
opposite behavior ofs andDF : as the PAG content increases, the former
reduced whereas the latter is slightly increased.
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as dose increases. Therefore qualitatively there is an ag
ment between experimental and simulator results for theDF

ands values confirming that the simulator has captured
main mechanisms of the lithography process in negative t
resists.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this article, the problem of roughness in photoresi
was addressed by inspecting three relevant aspects:~i! quan-
titative characterization,~ii ! dependence on some mater
properties and process conditions, and~iii ! molecular simu-
lations.

~i! In the context of roughness characterization, three
ferent parameters~s, fractal dimensionDF , and Fourier
spectrum! were described and compared to each other
particular, we clarified that theoretically some features of
form of the Fourier transform of a profile can be related w
s andDF values. However, in practice for digitized profile
the accurate estimation ofDF from Fourier transform re-
quires a lot of data points to be known, which is not the c
in lithography metrology. Therefore the only useful inform
tion we can get from the Fourier transform has been
region of scales where self-similarity occurs and hence fr
tal analysis can be applied.

~ii ! As regards the dependence of roughness on mat
properties and process conditions, we studied three diffe
negative tone resists with both wet and dry development.
concluded that:

~1! The behavior ofs and DF seems to be interrelated
Although theoreticallys andDF can characterize a profile o
a surface independently to each other,11 for the experimental
surfaces we studied this is not totally true.s andDF exhibit
opposite behavior, especially when they are studied ve
exposure dose. This means that generally when one of t
increases~decreases! the other decreases~increases!. By
close inspection of experimental curves we can find so
exceptions, but the general trend is the above mentioned

~2! The type of plasma reactor~RIE or HDP! plays a
crucial role in the quality of the printed line. At useful dose
the use of HDP with good temperature control of the wa
led to lowers values than the use of RIE. This very inte
esting phenomenon is under investigation and details wil
presented elsewhere.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2001
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~iii ! A molecular type simulator of the different steps
the lithography process was constructed for a negative t
resist, and the behavior ofs and DF versus exposure dos
and PAG content was studied. We concluded that our m
lecular simulator reproduces the opposite behavior ofs and
DF , which was observed in experimental surfaces. This
havior can be understood by the following argument: At ve
small doses~not accessible by experimental measuremen!,
the polymer is not cross-linked and thus roughness and
face complexity are small leading to smalls and DF . At
high doses, the polymer is cross-linked and not attacked
the developer~s small!. However, cross-linking gives sur
face complexity and so a highDF . At intermediate doses
low cross-linking results in attack of the surface by the d
veloper and thus leads to larges and intermediateDF .
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